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Unique treatment potential of cannabidiol for the prevention of relapse to drug use: preclinical proof of principle

Gustavo Gonzalez-Cuevas1,2, Remi Martin-Fardon4, Tony M. Kerr1, David G. Stouffer1, Loren H. Parsons1, Dana C. Hammell2, Stan L. Banks3, Audra L. Stinchcomb2 and Friedbert Weiss4

Cannabidiol (CBD), the major non-psychoactive constituent of Cannabis sativa, has received attention for therapeutic potential in treating neurologic and psychiatric disorders. Recently, CBD has also been explored for potential in treating drug addiction. Substance use disorders are chronically relapsing conditions and relapse risk persists for multiple reasons including craving induced by drug contexts, susceptibility to stress, elevated anxiety, and impaired impulse control. Here, we evaluated the "anti-relapse" potential of a transdermal CBD preparation in animal models of drug seeking, anxiety and impulsivity. Rats with alcohol or cocaine self-administration histories received transdermal CBD at 24 h intervals for 7 days and were tested for context and stress-induced reinstatement, as well as experimental anxiety on the elevated plus maze. Effects on impulsive behavior were established using a delay-discounting task following recovery from a 7-day dependence-inducing alcohol intoxication regimen. CBD attenuated context-induced and stress-induced drug seeking without tolerance, sedative effects, or interference with normal motivated behavior. Following treatment termination, reinstatement remained attenuated up to =5 months although plasma and brain CBD levels remained detectable only for 3 days. CBD also reduced experimental anxiety and prevented the development of high impulsivity in rats with an alcohol dependence history. The results provide proof of principle supporting potential of CBD in relapse prevention along two dimensions: beneficial actions across several vulnerability states and long-lasting effects with only brief treatment. The findings also inform the ongoing medical marijuana debate concerning medical benefits of non-psychoactive cannabinoids and their promise for development and use as therapeutics.
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INTRODUCTION

There is debate as to the legitimate medical use of marijuana and cannabinoids. Various medical benefits of cannabinoids have been described (e.g., [1]). Nonetheless, prescription of Cannabis sativa for medical use faces major challenges (e.g., [1, 2]). However, C. sativa contains distinct non-psychoactive, non-addictive constituents that offer medical benefit and may be more readily amenable for use as therapeutics. Among these, cannabidiol (CBD) is a major candidate [2, 3]. CBD (Cepidiolex®) is under clinical investigation for the treatment of childhood seizures related to Dravet Syndrome, and a CBD-containing formulation (Sativex®) is currently in use to treat spasticity and neuropathic pain in multiple sclerosis [4, 5].

Recently, CBD has received attention for potential in treating drug and alcohol addiction [2]. But, to date, both clinical [6, 7] and preclinical [8–11] studies yielded mixed results such that the promise of CBD as an intervention for addictive disorders requires further scrutiny [12]. Leads exist in literature pointing toward pharmacotherapeutic potential of CBD, particularly for a spectrum of indications relevant for the prevention of relapse to drug use. Drug addiction is a chronic, relapsing brain disease [13, 14], and drug addicts remain at risk for relapse for multiple reasons. Prominent among these are susceptibility to stress, craving induced by drug contexts, heightened anxiety, and impaired impulse control. Several findings suggest that CBD may be effective for targeting these risk states. First, many of CBD’s reported general pharmacological effects imply therapeutic benefit also for affective changes and the compulsive nature of drug seeking in addicted individuals. These include effects consistent with anxiolytic [15, 16], stress-reducing [15, 17, 18], antidepressant [19], and anti-compulsive [20] activity. Second, CBD exerts many of its neurobiological effects [21–23] within the brain circuitry that mediates drug craving and seeking elicited by drug-related environmental contexts and stress [24]. Third, CBD has neuroprotective actions [25] that extend to attenuation of alcohol-induced neurodegeneration [26], the latter likely contributing to impulse control deficits in alcoholics [27]. Considering this profile of behavioral and neuropharmacological effects as well as CBD’s actions within the addiction neurocircuitry, we predicted that CBD has therapeutic potential relevant for multiple conditions that underlie relapse risk, including craving induced by drug-related environmental contexts, susceptibility to stress, heightened anxiety and, possibly, impaired impulse control. Guided by this hypothesis we sought to establish preclinical proof of principle toward a large-spectrum potential of CBD in relapse prevention. To this end, we used rats with histories of alcohol or cocaine self-administration to determine (a) whether CBD attenuates the
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capacity of both drug-related contextual stimuli and stress to elicit drug seeking in animal models of relapse, (b) reduces experimental anxiety during abstinence, and (c) reverses impaired impulse control associated with a history of alcohol dependence.

**MATERIALS AND METHODS**

**Animal use and care**

Subjects were Male Wistar rats (Charles River, Wilmington, MA), pair-housed on a 12 h (Lights off at 2600) light/dark cycle in a temperature and humidity controlled vivarium with ad libitum availability of food and water, except where noted otherwise. All procedures were conducted in strict adherence to the National Institutes of Health Guide for the Care and Use of Laboratory Animals and approved by the Institutional Animal Care and Use Committee of The Scripps Research Institute.

**Drugs**

CBD was administered transdermally to enhance translational relevance regarding future therapeutic applications. The clinical potential of CBD when administered orally is constrained to some extent by low (~5%) bioavailability [28] and potential for conversion into psychoactive cannabinoids in gastric fluid [29]. However, we have identified the transdermal route of administration as an effective delivery method that eliminates both these limitations and produces stable and sustained plasma CBD levels [26, 30]. Transdermal CBD was prepared as a fast-drying (~5 min) 2.5% hydroalcoholic proprietary gel formulation (2.5 g CBD/100 g gel) containing a non-toxic skin biocompatible permeation enhancer (Transcutol® HP, Gattefosse, USA). The gel was applied to a shaved area of skin outside the animals’ reach (shoulder blades). Following application, rats were single-housed for 4 h before behavioral testing or returned to group housing on non-test days.

Ethyl alcohol was diluted in tap water. Cocaine hydrochloride (National Institute on Drug Abuse, Bethesda, MD) and yohimbine hydrochloride (Sigma) were dissolved in sterile physiological saline.

**Equipment**

Standard behavioral equipment was used as previously described (alcohol self-administration and reinstatement [31], cocaine self-administration and reinstatement [32], experimental anxiety/ elevated plus maze (EPM) [33], locomotor activity [32], impulsive choice [34]). Drug self-administration and reinstatement tests were conducted in sound-attenuated operant conditioning chambers equipped with two retractable levers, house and cue lights, and a speaker for presentation of auditory stimuli. A syringe pump, activated by responses at a designated lever, delivered 0.1 ml of liquid reinforcers into a 0.15 ml drinking reservoir or produced intravenous infusion of cocaine in a volume of 0.1 ml over 4 s. For delay-discounting tests, operand conditioning chambers were equipped with two nose-poke operanda that delivered 45 mg food pellets [34]. Locomotor activity was measured in metal wire hanging cages equipped with infrared emitter-detector photocells [32]. Experimental anxiety was measured on the EPM as previously described [33]. The EPM was located in a sound-insulated room with 1.5-2.0 lux of illumination for the open arms and <1 lux for the enclosed arms.

**General experimental protocol**

All rats (except subjects designated for delay-discounting tests, below) were trained to self-administer oral ethyl alcohol (10% w/v) or intravenous cocaine (0.25 mg/infusion) on a fixed ratio 1 (FR 1) schedule in daily 30 min (alcohol) or 2 h (cocaine) sessions using established procedures adapted from [31, 35]. In preparation for environmentally induced reinstatement testing, alcohol or cocaine availability was conditioned to a compound contextual stimulus, consisting of an olfactory component (banana extract; McCormick, Hunt Valley, MD) generated by depositing five drops of extract into the chamber’s bedding) plus an auditory (70 dB white noise) component. As a technical note, the environmentally induced reinstatement procedure was identical to the discriminative stimulus (S_d = S_e/S_t) model we have used in the past to study cocaine-seeking [33–40] and alcohol-seeking [31, 41–45] behaviors. Although, historically, we termed this methodology a “discriminative stimulus” procedure (i.e., before the concept of “context” received attention in the addiction field), the S_d stimulus context serves as an occasion setter like the A/B stimulus environments in context studies. As well, operationally, the S_d procedure is identical to ABA renewal/context-induced procedures [46], with only technical differences that have little bearing on the operational definition of reinstatement as behavior induced by context. Therefore, in the interest of technological consistency across the literature, we define the behavioral effects of the S_d procedure as context-induced). Daily training under these conditions continued for a total of 10 sessions. During this phase, rats designated for stress-induced reinstatement continued drug self-administration without contextual conditioning. Drug-reinforced responding then was extinguished in daily 30-min sessions in the absence of the contextual stimulus until rats reached a criterion of < 5 responses over three sessions. Following extinction, rats entered a 4-day VEH gel treatment phase (Pretreatment) for habituation and recording of baseline reinstatement performance induced by re-exposure to the contextual stimulus or the pharmacological stressor yohimbine. Rats then were matched based on their baseline reinstatement performance and divided into a CBD treatment and CBD vehicle control group. This matched-pair assignment assured an identical distribution of higher, average, and lower reinstatement responders in both groups. Rats in the respective groups then received either vehicle gel or CBD (in a gel volume of ~640 μl/kg corresponding to ~15 mg/kg CBD) at 24 h intervals over a 7-day treatment phase (PostCBD/VEH). Following application, rats were single-housed for 4 h before testing or returned to group housing on non-test days. Effects of CBD on reinstatement of drug seeking were established in 30-min session (in separate groups for the context and stress manipulations) on treatment days 1, 4, and 7 and on locomotor activity on day 6. Testing then continued without further CBD or vehicle treatment at early (day 3), intermediate (days 18, 48) and, in the alcohol group, late (day 138) post-treatment (PostTX) stages. Additionally, one test of experimental anxiety (EPM) was conducted on PostTX day 2. In separate groups of drug-naïve rats, CBD was probed for nonspecific amotivational effects (i.e., context and stress-induced reinstatement motivated by a palatable natural reinforcer). The treatment design and sequence of behavioral tests are illustrated in Fig. 1 (see supplementary online material for additional procedural details).

Reinstatement—drugs of abuse

Context-induced and stress-induced reinstatement tests were conducted using within-subject designs. For context-induced reinstatement, the drug-associated compound stimulus was re-introduced 30 s before onset of testing (Fig. 1), and remained present until session termination. Stress-induced reinstatement, studied in a separate group of rats, was induced by yohimbine (1.25 mg/kg; i.p.), administered 30 min before session onset. To establish the generality of CBD effects on stress-induced drug seeking, a separate group of rats with an alcohol self-administration and CBD treatment history identical to that of the yohimbine group was tested for reinstatement induced by 15 min of variable intermittent electric footshock (current intensity 0.5 mA, as previously described [45] on treatment day 7).
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Fig. 1 Experimental design. Effects of CBD were established on recovery of extinguished drug seeking on treatment days 1, 4, and 7. Testing then continued without further CBD or vehicle (VEH) treatment at early (day 3), intermediate (days 18, 48), and late (day 138) post-treatment stages. Additionally, one test of experimental anxiety (EPM) was conducted on post-treatment day 2. The diagram illustrates the design and sequence of CBD vs vehicle (VEH) treatments and behavioral tests across experimental phases. PreTx: VEH daily VEH gel, Tx: CBD/VEH daily CBD or VEH gel. To evaluate drug specificity of its effects, CBD was probed at some time points for interference with context and stress-induced reinstatement maintained by a sweet solution in separate groups of drug-naive rats. PostTx no treatment. Symbols denote ethanol (○), cocaine (◇), or sweet solution (□) self-administration history, and sampling days for plasma (△) and brain (▲) CBD levels.

**Reinstatement**—palatable natural reinforcer (sweet solution)
To establish that reduction of drug seeking by CBD is not the result of general “motivational” actions, we examined CBD for effects on reinstatement motivated by a sweet solution (10% saccharin, 0.125% saccharin). Rats with a history of saccharin self-administration and subjected to the 7-day CBD treatment regimen were tested for context-induced reinstatement of saccharin seeking induced by a saccharin stimulus context on treatment day 1, and for yohimbine stress-induced reinstatement on PostTx days 3 and 18.

**Locomotor activity**
To examine effects of CBD on spontaneous locomotor activity, rats of the alcohol and cocaine contextual reinstatement groups were placed into locomotor activity cages 4 h after CBD application on treatment day 6.

**Experimental anxiety**
Anti-anxiety effects of CBD were evaluated on the EPM test as previously described (47). On PostTx day 2, rats of the context reinstatement group were habituated for 2 h to the EPM procedure in the presence of white noise (70 db) and then placed individually onto the center of the EPM facing a closed arm, with white noise (70 db) present. During 5-min tests, behavior was recorded by video camera and scored blindly for time spent in the open and closed arms. EPM performance was expressed as % time in open arms (% time in open arms + % time in closed arms). To determine whether the 15 mg/kg dose used for CBD effects on experimental anxiety lies on the ascending limb of a possibly U-shaped CBD dose-response function, a second EPM study was conducted in a different group of drug-naive rats comparing two doses of CBD (15 and 30 mg/kg) vs. vehicle.

Impulsive choice—delay discounting
CBD effects on impulsive behavior in rats with a history of alcohol dependence were studied using the “delay discounting” model in which impulsivity is defined as the selection of a small immediate over a larger delayed food reward (impulsive choice). Rats maintained at 85–90% of free-feeding weight to ensure reliable motivation to work for food pellet reinforcers, were trained on a delayed reward task using established procedures (adapted from (34)). Rats were initially trained under a forced-choice contingency to obtain immediate small (1 pellet) and delayed large (4 pellets) reward by nose-poke responses. Subsequently, free-choice trials began in which nose pokes in one hole produced immediate small reward and responses in the other hole produced large delayed reward, allowing for choice of the preferred reward. Failure to make a response within 10 s was counted as an omission and initiated a new intertrial interval. The respective nose-poke hole and food magazine position associated with the small and large reward was the same for individual rats, but counterbalanced across rats. Delays for the large reward increased progressively (0, 5, 10, 20, and 40 s) within each session per block of 12 trials. Daily trials continued until stable responding was established across a block of 5 sessions. Rats were then subjected to a 7-day dependence-inducing intragastric alcohol intoxication (vs. vehicle) procedure as previously described (48) during which they were treated at 24 h intervals with CBD (15.0 mg/kg) or vehicle gel. Following 5 days of recovery, testing resumed for 10 sessions to record performance in the delayed reward task. Data were expressed as the number of choices of large reward (number choices large + small reward) × 100.

**Plasma and brain CBD levels**
For determination of plasma CBD, rats received two CBD doses (15 mg/kg or 30 mg/kg). Blood samples were obtained on Tx day 7, 4 h after CBD application, and three PostTx time points corresponding those of behavioral testing (Fig. 1). Blood (100 μl) was collected by the tail bleed method. Plasma was separated by centrifugation and stored at −80°C. Samples were analyzed by electrospray LC-MS as previously described (26, 30). The limit of detection (LOD) was 1 ng/ml. For measurement of brain CBD levels, rats received the 15 mg/kg CBD dose used in the behavioral studies. Brain tissue was obtained at the same time points used for plasma sampling (Fig. 1). CBD was extracted from brain tissue by homogenization in chloroform/methanol (49) containing 100 ng/ml of CBD-d3 as internal standard. Results were analyzed by electrospary LC-MS. The LOD was 0.2 ng/ml.

**Data analysis**
Differences between CBD and VEH effects on reinstatement induced stimuli conditioned to alcohol, cocaine, natural reward, and yohimbine stress (including only the Tx and PostTx phases) were separately analyzed by mixed-factorial analyses of variance (ANOVA). Following confirmation of significant main effects in the overall ANOVA, differences between group means across time were verified by simple effects ANOVAs. Differences between extinction and baseline reinstatement, Tx or PostTx days were analyzed by Student’s t-tests. CBD vs VEH effects on footshock-induced reinstatement were analyzed by Student’s t-tests (2-tailed). CBD vs VEH effects on experimental anxiety in the EPM test
were separately analyzed for open arm time and crossings by Student’s t-tests. Dose-dependent effects of CBD vs VEH on experimental anxiety in drug-naive rats were analyzed by one-way ANOVA followed by Tukey’s post hoc tests. Effects of CBD vs VEH on locomotor activity were analyzed separately for the alcohol and cocaine groups by Student’s t-test. Effects of CBD vs VEH on the development of compulsive choice were analyzed by mixed-factorial ANOVA, followed by Tukey’s post hoc tests to ascertain differences among individual means. Plasma CBD levels produced by the two CBD doses and brain CBD levels in CBD-treated vs drug-naive controls were analyzed by mixed-factorial ANOVA, followed by simple effects ANOVAs to confirm differences among group means across time.

RESULTS
CBD attenuates drug seeking with effects that far outlast treatment
Given the reported interactions of CBD with brain circuitry that mediates drug-seeking behavior, our initial objective was to determine whether CBD reduces drug seeking in animal model of relapse utilizing exposure to drug-associated environmental stimulus contexts and stress to reinstate previously extinguished drug-seeking behavior (reinstatement). In doing so, we sought to also establish (a) whether CBD modifies drug seeking with acute administration or requires multiple application, (b) whether tolerance develops to the effects of CBD with repeated treatment, and (c) whether effects of CBD on drug-seeking outlast termination of the CBD treatment (for experimental design and sequence of procedures, see Fig. 1).

Reinstatement—alcohol
Drug seeking (reinstatement) induced by the stimulus context previously associated with alcohol availability was significant (p < 0.001) in a baseline reinstatement test during the VEH gel pretreatment phase (Fig. 2a left panel: Pre-Tx/VEH) before pair-matched assignment to continued CBD vs VEH treatment (N = 12/group). There were no statistical differences in responding between animals assigned to these groups during the final day of alcohol self-administration (data not shown). Reinstatement in the VEH group remained unaltered throughout all subsequent tests. Acute CBD on treatment (day 1) reduced reinstatement (p < 0.05) compared to VEH, and CBD continued to attenuate reinstatement with repeated application over the treatment phase (p < 0.05, p < 0.01; Fig. 2a center panel: Tx/CBD/VEH). Reinstatement remained attenuated (p < 0.05, p < 0.01; Fig. 2a right panel) across the entire 138-day post-treatment (PostTx) phase (simple effects ANOVAs following main effect of drug treatment in mixed-factorial ANOVA: F(1,32) = 11.31, p < 0.001).

Stress-induced alcohol seeking (induced by acute administration of the pharmacological stressor yohimbine) also increased significantly over extinction performance (p < 0.05) during the baseline reinstatement test (Fig. 2b left panel: Pre-Tx/VEH) before matched-pair assignment to treatment with CBD vs VEH (N = 12/group). There had been no statistical differences in responding between rats assigned to these groups during the final alcohol self-administration day (data not shown). Effects of yohimbine alone on reinstatement increased with repeated administration across experimental phases (F(2,51) = 6.95, p < 0.01). CBD significantly reduced the effects of yohimbine following acute application (p < 0.05; Fig. 2b center panel: Tx/CBD/VEH, day 1), remained effective with repeated administration (p < 0.05), and the attenuation of reinstatement outlasted CBD treatment across the 138-day PostTx phase (p < 0.05; Fig. 2b right panel: simple effects following main effect of drug treatment in mixed-factorial ANOVA: F(1,22) = 5.93, p < 0.05). Yohimbine, a noradrenergic α2 receptor antagonist, has found application as an alternative to footshock in animal models of stress-induced relapse [50], but it has also been questioned whether yohimbine effects on drug seeking are related to stress-like actions [51]. To address this issue, effects of CBD on reinstatement induced by a “traditional” experimental stressor, footshock, were examined in a separate group of rats. Only a single test was conducted because within-subjects designs with repeated footshock tests are not feasible due inconsistent/variable reinstatement performance associated with such designs. Footshock-Induced reinstatement (Tx day 7; Fig. 2b inset) after extinction (p < 0.05: CBD vs extinction; p < 0.001: VEH vs extinction) was as sensitive to the “anti-reinstatement” actions of CBD as yohimbine-induced behavior, with a ≈50% reduction in alcohol seeking (t9 = 2.28, p < 0.05; N = 5/group).

Reinstatement—cocaine
Here we sought to establish whether the effects of CBD on alcohol seeking extend to other drugs of abuse by replicating the above experiment in rats with a history of intravenous cocaine self-administration, except that tests following CBD treatment termination were limited to the early (day 3), and intermediate (days 18, 48) PostTx stages.

Context-induced cocaine seeking in the baseline reinstatement test during the VEH gel pretreatment phase (Fig. 3a left panel: Pre-Tx/VEH) was significant (p < 0.001) before pair-matched
assignment to CBD vs. VEH treatment (N = 11/group). No statistical differences in responding between rats assigned to these groups were found during the last day of cocaine self-administration (data not shown). We observed the same overall profile of CBD effects as in alcohol-seeking rats, with significant inhibitory effects of CBD on context-induced cocaine seeking during the Tx phase (p < 0.05; p < 0.01; Fig. 3a center panel: Tx/CBD/VEH), and persistence of these effects throughout the 48-day PostTx phase (Fig. 3a right panel), again at p < 0.05 and p < 0.01 levels (simple effects following main effect of drug treatment in mixed-factorial ANOVA: F_{1,20} = 8.93, p < 0.001).

Yohimbine-stress-induced reinstatement of cocaine seeking during the VEH baseline test (Fig. 3b left panel: PreTx/VEH) increased significantly over extinction performance (p < 0.01) before pair matching for assignment to CBD vs vehicle treatment (N = 12/group). No differences in responding between rats assigned to these groups were found during the last day self-administration (data not shown). We observed the same profile of yohimbine and CBD effects as in alcohol-seeking rats. Yohimbine-induced reinstatement increased with repeated treatment across experimental phases, presumably reflecting sensitization to the stressor (F_{6,120} = 6.96, p < 0.01) and CBD significantly reduced these effects of yohimbine (Fig. 3b center and right panels) at each time point throughout the Tx/CBD/VEH (p < 0.05) and PostTx (p < 0.05, p < 0.01) stages (simple effects following main effect of drug treatment in mixed-factorial ANOVA: F_{1,19} = 11.71, p < 0.01; N = 12/group).

CBD attenuates experimental anxiety in rats with alcohol and cocaine histories

Elevated anxiety following chronic drug use is a risk factor for relapse. We therefore examined whether CBD's anti-anxiety effects [15, 16] extend to animals with a history of alcohol or cocaine self-administration. CBD significantly reduced experimental anxiety, reflected by increased EPM open arm time compared to VEH controls in rats with either alcohol (t_{22} = 1.96, p < 0.05; N = 12/group) or cocaine (t_{19} = 2.76, p < 0.05; CBD: N = 9; VEH: N = 12) histories (Fig. 4a, b). CBD did not alter open arm crossings, a measure of locomotor activity, in either group of rats (alcohol: t_{22} = 0.64, NS; cocaine: t_{19} = 0.87, NS; data not shown). The anti-anxiety effects of CBD showed dose dependence (Fig. 4c) as
Absence of Nonspecific CBD Effects

Fig. 5 Tests for nonspecific CBD effects. a Reward seeking motivated by palatable sweet solution. Left panel: Effects of CBD on reinstatement induced by contextual cues conditioned to availability of sweet solution reward (N = 6/group). Right panel: Effects of CBD on yohimbine-induced reinstatement of sweet solution seeking (N = 6/group). No statistical differences were found between VEH and CBD treatment on contextual or yohimbine-induced behavior. **p < 0.01, ***p < 0.001 vs VEH. b Effects of CBD on spontaneous locomotor activity in rats with an alcohol (left panel; N = 12/group) or cocaine (right panel; N = 11/group) history.

Fig. 6 Preference for delayed large over small immediate reward as a function of delay time. Preference for delayed large reward was significantly lower in rats with an ETOH dependence history (DEP-VEH) than nondependent controls (NDEP-VEH) and nondependent CBD-treated (NDEP-CBD) rats. This effect was fully reversed by CBD (DEP-CBD). *p < 0.05 DEP-VEH (N = 7) vs DEP-CBD (N = 6), DEP-VEH (N = 7), and NDEP-CBD (N = 7).

measured in separate groups (N = 10/group) of drug-naive rats (15 mg/kg vs VEH: p < 0.05; 30 mg/kg vs VEH: p < 0.001; Tukey’s post hoc tests following ANOVA: F2,15 = 10.99, p < 0.001).

CBD is devoid of sedative and nonspecific amotivational effects. In contrast to its effects on alcohol and cocaine seeking, CBD did not interfere with either context-induced (t15 = 0.05, NS; N = 6/group) or yohimbine stress-induced (F1,10 = 0.02, NS; N = 6/group) reinstatement of reward seeking motivated by a highly palatable glucose-saccharin sweet solution (Fig. 5a) at time points of the Treatment and PostTx phases at which significant effects of CBD on drug seeking had been observed (Figs. 1, 2, 3). As well, extending the finding that CBD did not alter EPM crossings into the closed arms (see supplementary online material, Figure S2), an effect indicative of absence of motor impairment, we observed no impairment in mean (±SEM) locomotor activity in CBD-treated rats with either alcohol (t22 = 0.18, NS; N = 12/group) or cocaine (t20 = 0.38, NS; N = 11/group) histories (Fig. 5b) as measured at a time (Tx: CBD/VEH, day 6; see Fig. 1) when CBD significantly attenuated context and yohimbine stress-induced reinstatement (Figs. 2, 3; Tx: CBD/VEH, day 7). Consistent with these findings, no significant effects of CBD or yohimbine were found on inactive lever responses during reinstatement tests (see supplementary online material Fig. 2, 3 for inactive lever responses in the yohimbine groups).

CBD reverses impulsive behavior in rats with an alcohol dependence history. Alcohol (ab)use is linked to impulsivity in man [52, 53] and impaired impulse control is a risk factor for relapse [54]. In animals, impulsive choice (i.e., inability to choose large delayed reward over small immediate reward) is predictive of high-alcohol intake and "loss of control" drinking [55–57]. Using this model, we show that rats with a dependence-inducing alcohol intoxication history display significantly reduced preference for large delayed reward (i.e., impulsive choice) compared to alcohol vehicle-treated rats (p < 0.05). CBD treatment during the alcohol intoxication period prevented development of impulsive choice (p < 0.05; Tukey post hoc tests following ANOVA: F1,16 = 6.45, p < 0.01; N = 6–7/group; Fig. 6). CBD did not alter choice behavior in rats without an alcohol dependence history. Blood alcohol levels in vehicle- and CBD-treated rats, measured on the final day of alcohol intoxication, were identical (mean ± SEM: CBD = 214.4 ± 31.0, VEH = 211.1 ± 31.6; Fig. 6 inset).

CBD plasma and brain levels
CBD is highly lipophilic such that it could not be ruled out that pharmacologically active concentrations remain in plasma and brain, which may partially or fully be responsible for the drug's lasting post-treatment effects. We therefore measured plasma and brain CBD levels in separate groups of rats throughout the PostTx phase in comparison with the with the late CBD treatment phase. Measurement of plasma levels also served the purpose of ascertaining that the CBD formulation produced dose-dependent CBD elevations in plasma. Significant and dose-dependent CBD levels were detected in plasma as measured on Tx day 7 (p < 0.001 vs 15 mg). Dose-dependent CBD levels were still detectable on PostTx day 3 (p < 0.05 vs 15 mg) but were minimal at the 15 mg/kg CBD dose used for the reinstatement
CBD Plasma and Brain Concentrations

**Fig. 7** Plasma and brain CBD concentrations. a, Plasma levels differed significantly by dose on Tx day 7 and PostTx day 3. *p < 0.05, **p < 0.01; ***p < 0.001 vs 15 mg/kg. (ND not detectable; in Fig. 7b not collected). b, Brain CBD concentrations in CBD-treated (left bars: 15 mg/kg) rats differed from untreated controls (right bars: ND) on Tx day 7 and PostTx day 3 (N = 10/dose). Brain CBD in untreated controls was below detection limits, as was CBD in CBD-treated rats on PostTx days 18–138 (N = 4/group).

---

**DISCUSSION**

The results document two unique “therapeutic” dimensions of CBD. First, CBD exerted beneficial effects relevant for several relapse-promoting conditions including sensitivity to drug-related contexts and stress, anxiety, and impaired impulse control. These observations are consistent with the hypothesis and provide proof of principle supporting the potential of CBD to concurrently ameliorate multiple vulnerability states that underlie relapse risk. Second, CBD produced unexpected long-lasting “therapeutic” effects following only brief treatment in the two reinstatement models of relapse. Further adding to the treatment promise of CBD, the efficacy of the cannabinoid to reduce reinstatement in rats with both alcohol and cocaine—and, as previously reported, heroin (11)—histories predicts therapeutic potential for addiction treatment across several classes of abused drugs.

Effects of CBD on relapse-like behavior

Vulnerability to relapse is a chronic condition in substance use disorders (13, 14). We therefore conducted the tests of CBD effects on context- and stress-induced drug seeking “longitudinally” to permit evaluation across repeated “relapse” challenges. The alcohol and cocaine stimulus contexts produced perseverating reinstatement without decrease in magnitude over time (see also 38). Yohimbine-induced reinstatement increased over time in both alcohol-seeking and cocaine-seeking rats, presumably due to sensitization. Compared to vehicle treatment, CBD reduced both context and yohimbine-induced drug seeking when applied acutely (day 1), and repeated treatment did not result in tolerance to these effects. Strikingly, both context and yohimbine-induced drug seeking remained significantly reduced long after termination of CBD treatment; in the case of alcohol as late as ~5 months following treatment discontinuation. The attenuation of drug seeking cannot be attributed to nonspecific effects. Not only did CBD not interfere with reward seeking motivated by a highly palatable sweet solution at the time points and under the conditions probed, but also failed to alter locomotor behavior either in the activity test or as measured by EPM arm crossings.

Concerning the attenuation of stress-associated drug seeking, CBD reduced not only the effects of yohimbine but also footshock stress. The latter finding is limited to a single test in rats with an alcohol history, but supports the generality of CBD’s beneficial effects in reducing the consequences of stress challenges on alcohol seeking, an effect that one may hypothesize extends to cocaine seeking. Yohimbine has found growing application as a stressor in studies of drug seeking (58) but, in contrast to footshock (39), yohimbine’s effects in reinstatement studies may not be related to commonly assumed stress-like effects (51). On the other hand, the validity of reinstatement induced by footshock stress has been questioned because footshock does not parallel the stressors encountered by humans (60). Nonetheless, the efficacy of CBD to attenuate the effects of two distinct presumptive stress manipulations in animals has translational implications concerning likely clinical potential of CBD for reducing the impact of stress on drug craving and relapse. In this regard, the results also suggest that CBD attenuates sensitization to stress as a vulnerability factor for relapse as implied by the reduction of sensitized drug seeking following repeated yohimbine treatment.

The mechanisms underlying the unabated reduction of relapse-like behavior by CBD months after treatment termination are presently elusive. A non-mechanistic possible explanation is disruption of contextual drug memory reconsolidation as recently reported in a conditioned place preference model (61). However, such effects would not explain the reduction in contextual drug seeking during the first reinstatement test (i.e., before disruption of memory reconsolidation by CBD had an opportunity to occur) or the lack of further reduction in drug seeking during subsequent tests (i.e., when the consequences of memory disruption following the first test should have taken effect). Disruption of memory reconsolidation also would not account for the persistent reduction of stress-induced reinstatement. A pharmacokinetic explanation that, due to CBD’s high lipophilicity, pharmacologically active concentrations remain in brain and mediate the drug’s
lasting post-treatment effects on both context and stress-induced drug seeking (albeit by unknown mechanisms) was not supported by the data. CBD brain and plasma levels were still detectable on post-treatment day 3 and reflect a skin reservoir effect as we previously reported [30]. This effect unlikely accounts for the reduced reinstatement on this day considering the low brain and plasma levels at the 15 mg/kg dose used for the behavioral studies and the continued reduction of drug seeking at later post-treatment stages when plasma and brain CBD levels were no longer detectable. Nonetheless, the data obtained on the final treatment day verify that the CBD formation produced dose-dependent CBD plasma levels and significant brain concentrations. Because CBD's effects far outlasted treatment, we focused on the detection of residual brain/plasma CBD during the post-treatment phase in comparison with the late treatment phase. Therefore, it is not clear at present whether plasma and brain levels on treatment day 7 represent levels that accumulate over time or are identical to levels that would be produced by acute treatment.

Anti-anxiety effects
CBD produced anti-anxiety effects identical in magnitude in rats with alcohol and cocaine histories. This finding parallels evidence of anxiolytic effects by CBD in animals [15, 16] and man [62, 63]. Moreover, consistent with the dose dependence of CBD plasma concentrations, CBD produced dose-dependent anti-anxiety effects in drug-naive rats (Fig. 4c). The EPM tests were conducted 2 days following treatment termination when residual CBD brain concentrations were presumably higher than those detected on post-treatment day 3. It is therefore unclear whether CBD's anti-anxiety effects in the EPM test are explained by residual CBD brain concentrations or post-treatment effects as possibly suggested by findings of CBD post-treatment effects on fear memory reconsolidation [64]. Despite the preponderance of evidence supporting anxiolytic actions of CBD, these effects may not be universal. Orally administered CBD did not dampen responses to negative emotional stimuli in man [65] and a 14-day intraperitoneal regimen exacerbated the conditioned emotional response in rats [66]. It will therefore be important to more precisely establish the nature of CBD's anti-anxiety profile in the future.

Tentative modes of action
CBD is thought to interact with a vast set of cellular and molecular targets [67]. However, understanding of the mechanisms mediating specific behavioral effects of CBD is highly limited. Similarly, our results do not provide insight into mechanisms for either the acute or lasting post-treatment effects of CBD. It is likely, although speculative, that several among the plethora of CBD's known and presumptive pharmacological actions contributed to the findings. CBD interacts with the endocannabinoid system both as a weak CB1 agonist and by increasing the availability of the endocannabinoid anandamide [67]. The endocannabinoid system participates in neural signaling relevant for perseverative drug seeking [68] as well as behavioral responses to anxiety and stress [69–71]. Therefore, modification of endocannabinoid transmission and possibly long-lasting consequences of this effect provide a presumptive mechanism for CBD's reduction of drug seeking and experimental anxiety. CBD also interacts with neural signaling regulating motivation and reinforcement beyond the endocannabinoid system. Here, particularly allosteric modulation of μ-opioid and δ-opioid receptors [72] and modification of glutamatergic transmission [11, 73] provide a possible mechanism for CBD's "anti-relapse" effects. As well, evidence that CBD has 5-HT1A receptor agonist actions [74] and that 5-HT1A antagonists block the anxiolytic and anti-stress effects of CBD [15, 75–78] implicates 5-HT1A receptors as a target through which CBD produces its anti-anxiety actions and amelioration of stress-induced reinstatement. Perhaps most importantly, recent findings implicate neurogenesis in the inhibition of drug seeking and relapse [79]. Therefore, the proneurogenic actions of CBD [80, 81] may represent a mechanism to explain the long-lasting attenuation of drug seeking after only brief CBD treatment. Proneurogenic effects have also been implicated in the anti-anxiety effects of CBD [17, 81] and, therefore, may represent a major mode of action by which CBD produces its diverse therapeutic effects.

CBD effects on impulsive behavior
Consistent with literature linking high-alcohol consumption with the inability to choose large delayed rewards over smaller immediate rewards in animals [82, 83], our rats with an alcohol dependence history showed significantly reduced preference for large delayed reward (i.e., impulsive choice). Daily CBD treatment during the alcohol intoxication period prevented the development of this high impulsivity profile. Blood alcohol levels in CBD- and VEH-treated rats were identical, ruling out CBD-alcohol interactions (e.g., accelerated alcohol metabolism or clearance) in the prevention of alcohol-induced impulsive choice. The mechanisms underlying the amelioration of impulsive behavior by CBD presumably differ from those mediating its effects on drug seeking and anxiety. A link exists between loss of impulse control and alcohol-induced neuroplasticity [84]. CBD exerts neuroprotective effects [85] and we have previously reported that CBD attenuates neurodegeneration induced by repeated alcohol intoxication in models similar to that employed here [26]. Dependence-inducing alcohol intoxication produces not only neurodegeneration but also decreases survival and proliferation of nascent neural progenitor cells [86]. CBD facilitates neurogenesis [17, 80, 81, 87] and can reverse cognitive impairment produced by neurodegeneration [88]. CBD may therefore, not only be protective for alcohol-induced neurodegenerative deficits but also have potential for restoring cognitive function, including deficient impulse control, by promoting neurogenesis. Our efforts focused on the prevention of alcohol-induced impulsivity. These protective effects are clinically relevant for limiting further impairment in impulse control by continued intoxication in alcoholic subjects. It will be important to establish in the future whether CBD reverses impulse control deficits once induced, a possibility implied by the proneurogenic actions of CBD.

In summary, the results provide proof of principle supporting potential of CBD for relapse prevention along two dimensions: beneficial actions across several vulnerability states, and long-lasting effects with only brief treatment. To further substantiate this intuitive large-spectrum treatment potential it will be essential to extend the characterization of CBD's "therapeutic" profile in the future. This includes understanding of the post-treatment persistence of CBD's anti-anxiety effects and its efficacy to reduce anxiety in subjects with a history of more excessive, long-term drug use than modeled here. It will be important also to determine the treatment frequency, duration, and doses at which CBD is most efficacious in exerting both its acute and post-treatment "therapeutic" actions. While these issues and the mechanistic basis of CBD's effects require clarification in the future, the results have significant implications concerning CBD's potential in relapse prevention. Drug addicts enter relapse vulnerability states for multiple reasons. Therefore, effects such as these observed with CBD that concurrently ameliorate several of these are likely to be more effective in preventing relapse than treatments targeting only a single state. As well, the sustained post-treatment attenuation of drug seeking implies that CBD exerts enduring rather than transient ameliorative effects. Identification of the underlying mechanisms may lead to treatments with long-term benefits as well as improved understanding of neuroplasticity responsible for chronic susceptibility to relapse. Insight into the mechanisms by which CBD exerts its multiple beneficial effects in future research may advance and open new vistas for the pharmacotherapeutic prevention of
relapse to drug use. Finally, the results inform the present medical marijuana debate by confirming that non-psychotropic, non-addictive constituents of Cannabis sativa such as CBD may be highly effective and readily amenable for development as therapeutics. CBD has found application for the treatment of epilepsy and neuropathic symptoms associated with multiple sclerosis. CBD also has long received attention for therapeutic potential in the treatment of numerous neurological and psychiatric disorders. Our findings extend understanding of CBD’s therapeutic profile to potential medical benefit for relapse prevention in substance use disorders.
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